Alice in Wonderland Resources at USC Libraries

**Videos at Leavey Library**

*Alice at the palace* [videorecording] / a Joseph Papp/New York Shakespeare Festival Production; produced by Joseph Papp; written by Elizabeth Swados; directed by Emile Ardolino. [New York]: Broadway Theatre Archive; West Long Branch, NJ : Kultur, [c2002]. 1 videodisc (75 min.): sd., col.; 4 3/4 in.

Leavey Library - LVYDVD 2262


Originally released as a motion picture in 1933. "The original live-action classic"--Container.

Leavey Library - LVYDVD 4457


Originally released as a motion picture in 1985.

Leavey Library - LVYDVD 4157

**Books in Doheny and Leavey Libraries and online on the History of Croquet**


Doheny Library GT1855 .W37 2006

**The G. Edward Cassady, M.D. and Margaret Elizabeth Cassady, R.N, Lewis Carroll Collection**

The Cassady collection includes over 3,000 rare books, manuscripts and objects created by or about beloved children’s literature author, mathematician and writer Charles Dodgson, better known by his pen name, Lewis Carroll. Most well-known for his first children’s novels, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass and What Alice Found There, Carroll was a nineteenth century, British polymath with works spanning many disciplines, including but not limited to geometry, early photography, politics, logic and puzzles. The collection was donated by USC alum Dr. George Cassady in 2000 and named for his parents. Housed at the University of Southern California’s Doheny Library in the Special Collections department on the second floor, the Cassady collection is open to the public for research throughout the year. The Cassady Collection is searchable through USC Libraries catalog HOMER, as well as the Cassady collection bibliography at https://libraries.usc.edu/sites/default/files/usc_alice_bib_book_17apr2015.pdf. Requests for materials may be made through your research account at https://aeon.usc.edu/. For more information contact curator Abby Saunders abby.saunders@usc.edu.